MORAL CODES

We, the Members, Staff and Organization Committees of IBPSA-India, do hereby pledge:

✓ To act with honesty, fairness, courtesy, competence, integrity, and respect for others in our conduct.
✓ To always follow the Mission & Vision Statements of the society, spreading the knowledge and work in the best interests of IBPSA-India.
✓ That our thoughts, words & actions shall not damage the image and standing of IBPSA-India.
✓ We shall act with care and competence in all activities, using and emerging up-to-date knowledge and expertise.
✓ We shall avoid real or apparent conflicts of interest whenever possible, and disclose them to affected parties when they do exist.
✓ That we shall always participate in all activities within the society laws and shall remain compliant with all governing requirements
✓ Each member is expected and encouraged to be committed to the moral codes of his/her professional or trade association in their state and area of work.